The oral defense committee is made up of three faculty members: the project advisor, another faculty member in the major/area of distinction, and an honors representative outside the major/area of distinction. Any regular OSU faculty member outside the major/area of distinction is qualified to serve as an honors representative. The following list contains some of the faculty who have served as honors research thesis project advisors or departmental honors advisors. We have found that those faculty who have served as advisors are often willing to serve as the honors representative for students working outside their area. However, you should not restrict your choice of an honors representative to those on this list. Many faculty who are not on this list would be pleased to serve as an honors representative and would bring to that role a special expertise that would be beneficial to your project. If you have any questions, do not hesitate to call the Arts and Sciences Honors Office, 292-5104.

**ARTS AND HUMANITIES**

**CLASSICS**

Richard Fletcher  
J. Albert Harrill  
Bruce Heiden  
Sarah I. Johnston  
Gregory Jusdanis

**COMPARATIVE STUDIES**

Philip Armstrong  
Nina Berman  
Katherine Borland  
Jian Chen (English)  
Leo Coleman  
Eugene Holland  
David Graves Horn (Anthropology/Art)  
Lindsay R. Jones  
Thomas Kasulis (East Asian Languages and Literatures)  
Dorothy Noyes (Anthropology/English)  
Martin Ponce (English)  
Daniel Reff  
Barry Shank  
Maurice Stevens  
Hugh Urban  
Julia Watson  
Sabra Webber (Anthropology)

**EAST ASIAN LANGUAGES AND LITERATURES**

Mark Bender  
Marjorie Chan (Linguistics)  
Kirk Denton  
Naomi Fukumori
Mari Noda
Charles Quinn, Jr.
Shelley Fenno Quinn
Patricia Sieber
Richard Torrance
Galal Walker
Etsuyo Yuasa (Linguistics)

ENGLISH

Frederick Aldama
Derek Alwes—Newark
Anne Bower—Marion
David A. Brewer
Jian Chen
Mark Conroy
Sara Crosby—Marion
Thomas S. Davis, Jr.
Scott DeWitt
Francis Donoghue
Jon Erickson (Art)
Alan Farmer
Steven Fink
Angus Fletcher
James Fredal
Jill Galvan
Amanpal Garcha
Jared Gardner
Harvey Graff (History)
Kathy Fagan Grandinetti
Kay Halasek
Hannibal Hamlin
Michelle Herman
Elizabeth A. Hewitt
Jennifer Higginbotham
Christopher Highley
Andrew Hudgins
Robert E. Hughes—Newark
Christopher A. Jones
Sebastian Knowles
Valerie Lee (African American and African Studies/Women’s, Gender and Sexuality Studies)
Stuart Lishan—Marion
Lee Lockett
Lee Martin
Manuel Luis Martinez
W. Benson McCorkle—Marion
Erin McGraw
Brian McHale
Gabriella Modan (Linguistics)
Debra Moddelmog
Beverly Moss
Dorothy Noyes (Anthropology/Comparative Studies)
Sean O’Sullivan
James Phelan
Martin Ponce
Jessica Prinz
Elizabeth Renker
David Riede
Jacob Risinger
Jesse Schotter
Cynthia Selfe
Amy Shuman (Anthropology)
Clare Simmons
Luke Wilson
Karen Winstead

FRENCH AND ITALIAN

Janice Aski (Italian)
Patrick Bray
Eugene Holland (Comparative Studies)
Danielle Marx-Scouras
Jennifer Willging

GERMANIC LANGUAGES AND LITERATURES

Katra Byram
Kathryn Corl
John Davidson (Film Studies)
Bernhard Fischer
Anna Grotans
Kai Hammermeister
A. May Mergenthaler
Carmen Taleghani-Nikazm

HISTORY

Leslie Alexander (African American and African Studies)
Paula Baker
Alison Beach
Stanley Blake—Lima
Nicholas Breyfogle
John Brooke (Anthropology)
Joan Cashin
Mollie Cavender—Mansfield
Alice Conklin
Steven Conn (History of Art)
Theodora Dragostinova
Timothy E. Gregory (Anthropology)
Christopher (Mark) Grimsley
John Guilmartin, Jr.
Peter Hahn
Jane Hathaway
David Hoffmann
Thomas Ingersoll—Lima
Hasan Jeffries
Robin Judd
Stephen Kern
Mitchell Lerner—Newark
Scott Levi
Robert J. McMahon
Lucy Murphy—Newark
Margaret Newell
Christopher Otter
Noel Geoffrey Parker
Christopher A. Reed
Nathan Rosenstein (Greek and Latin)
Randolph Roth
Kristina Sessa
Jennifer Siegel
Stephanie Jo Smith
Birgitte Soland
David Stebenne
David Steigerwald—Marion
Heather Tanner—Mansfield
Judy Wu

HISTORY OF ART

Julia Andrews
Lisa Florman
Mark Fullerton
Barbara Haeger
Christian Kleinbub

LINGUISTICS

Mary Beckman (Speech and Hearing Science)
Kathryn Campbell-Kibler
Cynthia Clopper
Peter Culicover
Micha Elsner
Brian D. Joseph
Robert Levine
Rebecca Morley
Carl Pollard
Craige Roberts (Philosophy)
Andrea Sims (Slavic and EE Languages and Cultures)
Shari Speer
Judith Tonhauser
Donald Winford

MEDIEVAL AND RENAISSANCE STUDIES

Alison Beach (History)
Sarah-Grace Heller (French)
Ethan Knapp (English)

NEAR EASTERN LANGUAGES AND CULTURES
Morgan Liu (Anthropology)
Sam Meier (History)
Sabra Webber
Joseph Zeidan

PHILOSOPHY
Benjamin Caplan
Edward Justin D’Arms
Robert Kraut
Abraham Roth
Tamar Rudavsky
Lisa Shabel
Stewart Shapiro
Allan Silverman
William Taschek
Neil Tennant
Piers Turner

SLAVIC AND EAST EUROPEAN LANGUAGES AND CULTURES
Angela Brintlinger
Jennifer Suchland

SPANISH AND PORTUGUESE
Anna Babel
Jonathan Burgoyne
Ignacio Corona
Lucia Costigan
Elizabeth B. Davis
Ana Del Sarto
John Grinstead (Linguistics)
Rebecca Haidt
Fernando Martinez-Gil (Romance Studies)
Terrell Morgan
Ileana Rodriguez (Women’s, Gender and Sexuality Studies)
Eugenia Romero
Scott Schwenter
Abril Trigo
Fernando Unzueta
Ulises Zevallos-Aguilar

THEATRE
Nena Couch
Janet Parrott
Joy Reilly
Mary Tarantino

WOMEN'S, GENDER AND SEXUALITY STUDIES

Guisela LaTorre
Linda Mizejewski
Cathy A. Rakowski
Judy Wu

NATURAL AND MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES

ACTUARIAL SCIENCE

Chunsheng Ban

ASTRONOMY

Bernard Scott Gaudi
Jennifer Johnson
Christopher Kochanek
Louis Paul Martini
Marc Pinsonneault
Richard Pogge
Anil Pradhan
Barbara Ryden
Donald Terndrup

CHEMISTRY AND BIOCHEMISTRY

Heather C. Allen
Jovica Badjic
Dennis Bong
Caroline Breitenberger (Biochemistry)
Christopher Callam
Ted Clark
James Coe, Jr.
James Cowan
Ross Dalbey
Prabir K. Dutta
Craig Forsyth
Mark P. Foster (Biochemistry)
Joshua Goldberger
Venkat Gopalan (Biochemistry)
Terry Gustafson
Christopher Hadad
James E. Hopper (Biochemistry)
Jane Jackman (Biochemistry)
Dmitri Kudryashov (Biochemistry)
Thomas Magliery
Anita Mattson
Karin Musier-Forsyth (Biochemistry)
Susan Olesik
Jennifer Ottesen (Biochemistry)
Jon Parquette
Noel Paul
Dehua Pei (Biochemistry)
Thalijyi V. RajanBabu
Sherwin Singer
Marcos Sotomayor (Biochemistry)
Zucai Suo (Biochemistry)
Richard P. Swenson (Biochemistry)
Claudia Turro
Patrick Woodward
Yiying Wu

**COMPUTER SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING (Computer Science Majors in Arts and Sciences)**

Eric Fosler-Lussier
Rajiv Ramnath
Han-Wei Shen
Paolo Sivilotti
Neelam Soundarajan
Deliang Wang
Rephael Wenger

**EARTH SCIENCES**

Douglas Alsdorf
Loren Babcock
Michael Barton
Anne Carey
Yu-Ping Chin
Thomas Darrah
Andréa Grottoli
Ian Howat
Lawrence A. Krissek
William Berry Lyons
John Olesik
Wendy Panero
Matthew Saltzman
Frank Schwartz
Ralph von Frese
Terry J. Wilson

**EVOLUTION, ECOLOGY, AND ORGANISMAL BIOLOGY**

Jacqueline Augustine—Lima
Bryan Carstens
Liza Comita
Peter Curtis (Earth Sciences)
Marymegan Daly (Zoology)
Paul Fuerst (Anthropology/Molecular Genetics)
H. Lisle Gibbs
Ian Hamilton
John P. Hunter—Newark (Earth Sciences)
Robert Klips—Marion
Stuart Ludsin
Elizabeth Marschall
Maria Miriti
Douglas Nelson
Allison Snow
Joseph B. Williams

MATHEMATICS

Vitaly Bergelson
Sergei Chmutov—Mansfield
Michael W. Davis
Andrzej Derdzinski
Robert Joseph Stanton

MICROBIOLOGY

Brian Ahmer
Juan Alfonzo
Charles Daniels
Kurt Fredrick
Tina Henkin
Michael Ibba
Pravin Kaumaya
Joseph Krzycki
Chad Rappleye
John N. Reeve
Abhay Satoskar
Larry Schlesinger
Stephanie Seveau
F. Robert Tabita
Marshall Williams, Jr.
Kelly Wrighton

MOLECULAR GENETICS

Ana Alonso
Sharon Amacher
David Bisaro
Gregory Booton
Christin Burd
Arthur H. M. Burghes
Helen Chamberlin
Susan E. Cole
Albert de la Chapelle
Andrea Doseff
Harold Fisk
Erich Grotewold
Paul Herman
Anita Hopper
James Hopper
Rebecca Lamb
Stephen Osmani
Michael Ostrowski
Hay-Oak Park
Deborah Parris
Mark Seeger
Amanda Simcox
R. Keith Slotkin
David Somers
Harald Vaessin
Deshpal Verma
Michael Weinstein
Jian-Qiu Wu

**PHYSICS**

Pierre Agostini
James Beatty (Astronomy)
Louis DiMauro
Richard Freeman
Richard Furnstahl
Kock K. Gan
Peter Christopher Hammel
Ulrich Heinz
Klaus Honscheid
Richard E. Hughes
Thomas Humanic
Richard Kass
Gregory Lafyatis
Robert J. Perry
Michael Poirier
Douglass Schumacher
Ratnasingham Sooryakumar
Terrence Walker (Astronomy)
John W. Wilkins
Brian Winer

**SOCIAL AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES**

**ANTHROPOLOGY**

Jeffrey Cohen
Robert Cook—Newark
Douglas E. Crews
Julie Field
Kristen Gremillion (Evolution, Ecology, and Organismal Biology)
Debbie Guatelli-Steinberg (Evolution, Ecology, and Organismal Biology)
Dawn Kitchen—Mansfield
Clark Larsen (Evolution, Ecology, and Organismal Biology/History)
Joy McCorriston
William Scott McGraw (Evolution, Ecology, and Organismal Biology)
Jeffrey McKee (Evolution, Ecology, and Organismal Biology)
Richard H. Moore
Barbara Piperata
Samuel Stout
Richard Yerkes

ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES

Jay Hobgood

COMMUNICATION

William “Chip” Eveland (Political Science)
Susan Kline
Gerald Kosicki
Zheng Joyce Wang

ECONOMICS

Katherine Baldiga Coffman
Lucas Coffman
Paul Healy
John Kagel
Ian Krajbich
Trevon Logan
James Peck
Bruce Weinberg

GEOGRAPHY

Ola Ahlqvist
Mathew Coleman
Nancy Ettlinger
Jay Hobgood
Becky Mansfield
Bryan Mark (Earth Sciences)
Kendra McSweeney
Jeffery Rogers
William Randy Smith
Joel Wainwright

INTERNATIONAL STUDIES

Hollie Nyseth Brehm (Sociology)
Anthonia Kalu (African American and African Studies)
Anthony Mughan (Political Science)
Alam Payind
NEUROSCIENCE
Michele Basso
Christine Beattie
John P. Bruno (Psychology)
Anne Courtney DeVries (Psychology)
Jonathan Godbout
Julie Golomb (Psychology)
Kathryn Lenz (Psychology)
Benedetta Leuner (Psychology)
Chien-Liang Lin
Randy J. Nelson (Evolution, Ecology, and Organismal Biology/Psychology)
Per Sederberg (Psychology)
Gary Wenk (Psychology)

POLITICAL SCIENCE
Lawrence Baum
Janet Box-Steppensmeier
Bear Braumoeller
Sarah Brooks
Gregory Caldeira
Christopher Gelpi
Richard Herrmann
Marcus Kurtz
Eric MacGilvray (Philosophy)
William Minozzi
Jennifer Mitzen
John Mueller
Michael Neblo
Thomas E. Nelson
Jan Pierskalla
Philipp Rehm
Randall Schweller
Alexander S. Thompson
Daniel Verdier
Alexander Wendt
John Wright

PSYCHOLOGY
Amelia Aldao
Barbara L. Andersen
Robert Arkin
Theodore Beauchaine
Robert Bornstein
Amy Brunell—Mansfield
John P. Bruno (Neuroscience)
Jennifer Cheavens
Jennifer Crocker
William A. Cunningham
Christopher Daddis—Marion
Michael DeKay
Anne Courtney DeVries (Neuroscience)
Charles Emery
Russell Fazio
Mary Fristad
Kentaro Fujita
John Gibbs
Bennet Givens
Julie Hupp—Newark
Richard Jagacinski
Susan C. Johnson
Melissa Jungers—Newark
Janice Kiecolt-Glaser
Andrew Leber
Fabio Leite—Lima
Benedetta Leuner (Neuroscience)
Derick Lindquist
Zhong-Lin Lu
Philip Mazzocco—Mansfield
James Mulick
Jay I. Myung
Randy J. Nelson (Evolution, Ecology, and Organismal Biology/Neuroscience)
John Opfer
Ellen Peters
Stephen Petrill
Alexander Petrov
Richard Petty
Mark Pitt (Speech and Hearing Science/Linguistics)
Ruchika Prakash
Brady Reynolds
Sarah Schoppe-Sullivan
Per Sederberg (Neuroscience)
Vladimir Sloutsky
Daniel Strunk
Julian Thayer
James Todd
Tracy Tylka—Marion
Patricia (Trisha) Van Zandt
Michael Vasey
Laura M. Wagner
Baldwin Way
Duane Wegener
Gary Wenk (Neuroscience)

SOCIOL O GY

Paul Bellair
Hollie Brehm
Claudia Buchmann
Elizabeth Cooksey
Edward M. Crenshaw
Douglas Downey
Rachel E. Dwyer
Korie Edwards
Dana Haynie
J. Craig Jenkins
Steven Lopez
Andrew W. Martin
Townsand Price-Spratlen (African American and African Studies)
Vincent Roscigno
Kristi Williams
Terri Winnick—Mansfield

SPEECH AND HEARING SCIENCE

Eric Bielefeld
Allison Bean Ellawadi
Lawrence Feth
Robert A. Fox
Stacy Harnish
Eric Healy
Rachael Holt
Ewa Jacewicz
Rebecca McCauley
Monique T. Mills
Susan Nittrouer
Paula Rabidoux
Christina Roup
Janet M. Weisenberger
Gail Whitelaw